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An explosive, heartbreaking memoir from the widow of Mark Madoff and daughter-in-law of Bernard

Madoff, the first genuine inside story from a family member who has lived through- and

survived-both the public crisis and her own deeply personal tragedy. When the news of Bernard

Madoff 's Ponzi scheme broke, Americans were shocked and outraged, perhaps none more so than

the unsuspecting members of his own family. After learning that their father's legendarily successful

wealth management company was "all just one big lie," Mark and Andrew Madoff turned their father

in and cut off all communication with both parents. Mark and his wife, Stephanie, strove to make a

fresh start for the sake of their two young children, but Mark could not overcome his sense of

betrayal and shame-he and other family members were sued for $200 million in October of 2009.

He hung himself on the two-year anniversary of his father's arrest. Left to raise her children as a

single mother, Stephanie wrote this memoir to give them a sense of who their father really was,

defend his innocence, and put her personal statement on record once and for all. In this candid

insider account, she talks about her idyllic wedding to Mark on Nantucket, what it was really like to

be a part of the Madoff family, the build-up to Bernard's confession, and the media frenzy that

followed. It is about the loss of the fairytale life she knew, adjusting to life with a man she hardly

recognized anymore, and the tragic and final loss of her husband.
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"[An] explosive memoir...[Madoff Mack] reveals what it was like to marry into the Madoff family and

how she coped when it imploded." -People"[P]erhaps the most truly 'insider' account of Bernie



Madoff's Ponzi scheme to date...engrossing from the start...Madoff Mack's account contains

personal details that make the book worth reading....[F]ascinating."-Clare O'Connor, Forbes"[A]

moving and revealing memoir...Stephanie finally tells her side of the story." -Nanette Varian,

MORE.com"The End of Normal gives an intimate account of Mark Madoff's two years of torment

over the infamous swindle that wiped out thousands of investors and-by his wife's account-left him a

man broken beyond repair." -Tom Hays, Associated Press"This is a love story wrapped up in a

news story, and that's tricky to tell, because there is a really deep bond between these two people,

Stephanie and Mark....Stephanie is just coming forward because she wants people to hear her, and

her husband's, version of what their life has been. It's as pure and as simple as that." -Chris Cuomo,

ABC's 20/20â€œThe End of Normal is a riveting account of life inside the Madoff family as it

self-destructed.Â Stephanie tells her personal story with stark candor and startling courage, and in

the face of tragedy, she exudes an undaunted spirit for the sake of her children. This is a

heartbreaking tribute to a beloved husband, and a stunning read.â€•- Linda Fairstein, New York

Times bestselling author of Night Watch

Stephanie Mack is the widow of Mark Madoff, who she married in 2004. In December 2008, her

father-in-law, Bernard Madoff, was arrested for operating the largest Ponzi scheme in history. She

lives in New York City with her two children.

I found this book to be oddly fascinating the way a true crime book is fascinating. Not because it is

about the Madoffs, but because it gives a glimpse inside the head of the author who represents

herself to be a fully functioning adult but seems completely unaware just how undeveloped and

immature she is -- like a really bad teenager. It is almost impossible to believe she wrote the stuff

she was thinking and put it in a book. Everything is about her and her needs. She has little to no

empathy for anyone and thinks it is appropriate and justified to lash out and dump vitriol on

everyone around her. Her disgust for Bernie Madoff we could understand -- but her temper tantrums

and misguided jealousy are present way before the scandal ever broke. She is adamant in being

furious with and irritated by her husband's ex-wife Susan, her stepchildren, her brother-in-law, Andy,

his girlfriend, Andy's ex-wife and Ruth and Bernie before Bernie's confession ever takes place. It

made me feel sorry for all the people on the receiving end of her garbage. One of the most (of

many) disturbing scenes of her screaming diatribes comes after her husband's suicide when she

calls Susan (Mark's ex-wife) and berates her for having Ruth (Mark's mom) at her house to comfort

her (and Mark's) children who have just lost their father. What?I don't understand the people who



think this is a beautiful love story or a story about redemption or anything positive. This book doesn't

have anything to do with love.

Stephanie is obviously not very likable, as others have noted. But I am basing my review on the

book itself not on her personality. The book is a good, easy read. Stephanie's anger is

understandable, but probably not completely rational at times. It seems like she was pretty mean

and nasty towards members of her husband's family even long before Bernie was arrested. I

understand her pain and anger towards the Madoffs to an extent, but her husband ultimately made

a very selfish, stupid decision to end his life and leave his four children without their dad. This is a

very sad story, without any real resolution or sense of peace at the end.

While I found it to be a very interesting read, I couldn't help but wonder how the author & her

husband were allowed to keep 3 multi million dollar properties. Yes, it seemed that the husband

didn't have anything to do with the ponzi scheme, but one has to wonder if the other trading firm -

which he ran, could have existed without the millions of dollars pumped into the other company

through ill gotten gains. You can't really feel bad for her, as it doesn't seem that the author has ever

had to work & even after the collapse of the company, she's still out taking surfing lessons in

Nantucket whiles 100s of other people and charities are left penniless. The other thing that struck

me is that she expected Ruth Madoff to abandon her husband of 50 years for her sons, but had no

problem writing him letters in jail. It's horrible what happened to her & that her husband killed

himself, but the only people you really can feel bad for are his children. She comes across as a

spoiled, bitter woman & you can't really feel bad for her. I purchased the book for $0.01 on . It is a

really quick read, I read it in 1 day, so if you want it, do yourself a favor & get it from the library or

buy it from a reseller.

3.5 Stars. It was interesting to hear the story from her perspective. However, I did get the

impression that she was a bit spoiled--and that she had no idea just how much. My bet is she

doesn't really understand how the rest of us live. I completely understand her anger and her grief

though. It's an interesting read, but it's also one woman's side of the story. My bet is there are

several other people who see things a bit differently. I guess I'd recommend it for a quick, easy

read. I read most of it on a long plane ride.

As a daughter who lost her suicidal mother at 16 and suicidal father at 26 I understand the void and



the survival mode. This book has opened my wounds and while reading it I know it's 100% truth

because it's also how I feel. The anger, denial, acceptance, depression, bargaining that just keeps

circling. This is a true story, humiliating to the writer, not meant to glorify herself but only to try to

heal and expose her side. A chronic non healing ulcer. Like mine. Sorry for your loss. Hope we have

the strength to just keep swimming specially for our children.

The author would not have the slightest chance to write a book were in not for her father-in-law,

whom she bashes without the slightest idea of the pain she was in with her husband and then son.

However, it did help my speed reading as there was not an enlightening moment.

Is this book worth reading? Yes. Does it have flaws? YesStephanie gives the inside view of what is

happening in the Madoff family before and after his being turned in by his sons. It's a tragic situation

for which few will find much sympathy. But I am one who does. Stephanie protrays her love story

marriage fitting in to a unique family including step kids and former wives. It's not totally clean with

plenty of "catty" infighting by the females, Stephanie included and maybe front and center. But

imagine your world being turned upside down by this admission and your fun loving, successful

husband convicted in the court of public opinion and withdrawing into himself. Guilt by association.

Am I convinced that Mark did not know of the crimes? I have no knowledge. But his actions

throughout the aftermath indicates a lack of knowledge and I tend to follow the American legal

system edict, "innocent until proven guilty" and he has not been proven guilty and not even

indicted.Mark's ultimate suicide is incredibly tragic in the manner in which it occurs with his son left

to fend for himself. And Stephanie acknowledges answering texts with frustration prior to his suicide.

it's just tragic and is followed by the aftermath where families are torn apart arguing over petty

matters.This book gives a good account of the tragedy. It is a quick read and I'm glad I finally read

it. It will be controversial and your opinion may vary. Read to understand what it was like on the

inside of the bubble.
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